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New Acquisitions in Americana
August 2021

A Basic Reference, Beautifully Illustrated
1. Abbey, J.R.: LIFE IN ENGLAND IN AQUATINT
AND LITHOGRAPHY 1770 – 1860...A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CATALOGUE. London: Privately
Printed at the Curwen Press, 1953. xxi,427,[1]pp.
Colored frontispiece plus thirty-two fine collotype
plates. Large quarto. Original buckram, t.e.g. Very
good. In worn dust jacket.
Number 80 from an edition limited to 400 copies.
The most comprehensive work in its field, carefully
describing over 600 books, panoramas, periodicals,
and the like, depicting British life in aquatint and
lithography. Beautifully illustrated.
$750.

A Cornerstone of Ojibwa Language Scholarship
2. Baraga, Frederic: A DICTIONARY OF THE OTCHIPWE LANGUAGE,
EXPLAINED IN ENGLISH. PART I. ENGLISH-OTCHIPWE. A NEW
EDITION, BY A MISSIONARY OF THE OBLATES. [bound with:] A DICTIONARY OF THE OTCHIPWE LANGUAGE, EXPLAINED IN ENGLISH.
PART II. OTCHIPWE-ENGLISH. A NEW EDITION, BY A MISSIONARY OF THE OBLATES. Montreal. 1878/1880. Two volumes bound in one.
[6],301,[1]; viii,422pp. Printed in double columns. Contemporary half calf and
marbled boards, gilt-lettered spine. Boards rubbed and edgeworn, chipped at spine
ends, joints cracked (and leather chipped) but boards holding. Gift inscription
on front free endpaper. Contemporary printer’s label on front pastedown. Clean
internally. Good.
Baraga’s lexicographical masterpiece, still the preferred reference work on the
subject. Here the two volumes, published separately, have been bound together.
It was among the Indians of Michigan and the adjacent areas that Father Frederic
Baraga served as a missionary beginning in 1831. Though in 1853 he was consecrated bishop of Upper Michigan, he continued his hands-on work among the
natives until his death in 1868, making a study of the Chippewa (a.k.a. Ojibwa)
language and producing, in addition to this dictionary, a grammar, a catechism, a
volume of sermons, and a volume of devotional meditations. Pilling Algonquian
calls Baraga’s dictionary, coupled with his Ojibwa grammar, “perhaps the most
important contribution to Indian philology made hitherto.”
AYER, INDIAN LINGUISTICS (CHIPPEWA) 6. PILLING, ALGONQUIAN,
p.28. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 250, 251.
$1500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

The Japanese American Community in Salinas
Poses Before Its New Buddhist Church
3. [California]: [Japanese-American Photographica]: [PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH COMMEMORATING THE COMPLETION OF THE CHURCH
ASSEMBLY HALL AND THE ENTRY OF THE BUDDHA TO THE SALINAS BUDDHIST CHURCH]. Salinas, Ca.: Green Studio, 1926. Panoramic
silver gelatin photograph, 8 x 44 inches. Captioned in the negative in Japanese.
Minor bumping, creasing, and some spotting along the right edge including a
short closed repaired tear, a few creases, a tiny hole in the grass portion of the
image area, light soiling at left edge. Overall very good condition.
An early and substantial panoramic photograph depicting hundreds of Japanese
Americans celebrating the completion of the Salinas Buddhist Church assembly
hall and the installation of the Buddha on November 27-28, 1926. The Salinas
Buddhist Church was founded on California Street in 1925 by Issei and Nissei
worshippers and the construction was completed on the day this photograph was
taken. The opening of the temple was preceded by the Ochigo parade and this
image likely pictures the participants in that parade, as many of the children are

wearing stylized costumes. The original altar shrine is visible at the center of
the image. Several rows of men, women, and children are posed in front of the
church, with seven Buddhist priests seated in front of a portable shrine. The
adults are dressed in a mixture of traditional and western clothing, and many of
them were undoubtedly employed in the numerous canning companies that thrived
in Salinas and Monterey in the early 20th century. Many of the men, women,
and children in the present photograph were likely among those interned fifteen
years later at the camp at Poston, which is where most Japanese Americans from
Salinas were sent during World War II. An American flag flies proudly behind
the subjects in this photograph.
This panoramic photo was taken by the Green Studio, whose blind-embossed
stamp is visible at the extreme lower right. The only other example of this image we could locate resides at the Japanese American National Museum in Los
Angeles (Object number 99.201.5).
$2250.

Connecticut and New York Fight Over Land
4. [Connecticut Land Company]: THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND EFFECT
OF THE CLAIM OF THE PROPRIETORS OF THE CONNECTICUT
GORE, STATED AND CONSIDERED. Hartford: Printed by Hudson & Goodwin, 1802. 29pp. Gathered signatures, stitched, as issued. Untrimmed. Tanned.
Minor dampstaining on titlepage. A good copy in original state.
Called “another” edition by Howes, after the first of 1799, of which the present
work is apparently an abridgement. Like the 1799 version, this pamphlet examines
the history and rights of title to these lands on the southwestern border of New
York, which had already been contested between New York and Connecticut for
many years preceding this document.
VAIL 1186. HOWES C678. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 2998.
$500.

Establishing the Iconography of the Cattle Range
5. [Cowboys]: COWBOY LIFE. [Portland, Or. 1885]. Twenty-two illustrations.
Dark red pictorial boards. Front board loose. Pictures a bit darkened. Good.
A collection of illustrations of cowboys and life on the range, manufactured by
Chisholm Brothers. Illustrations include “Riding a Yearling,” “Roping a Steer”
and “Branding a Maverick.” Some of the pictures verge on the gruesome, such
as “Skinning a Beef” and a voyage to Pike’s Peak that has gone seriously awry.
This is usually considered to be the earliest collection of illustrations of cowboy
life published, issued the same year as Siringo’s A Texas Cowboy, the first cowboy
autobiography.
$400.

First Constitution of the State of Iowa,
Outlawing Slavery in Its “Bill of Rights”
6. [Iowa]: JOURNAL OF THE CONVENTION FOR THE FORMATION
OF A CONSTITUTION FOR THE STATE OF IOWA, BEGUN AND
HELD AT IOWA CITY, ON THE FIRST MONDAY OF MAY, EIGHTEEN
HUNDRED AND FORTY-SIX. Iowa City: Printed by Abraham H. Palmer, 1846.
120pp. Original printed pink wrappers. Minor edge wear and soiling to wrappers,
corners creased. Minor scattered foxing. Contemporary ink ownership signature
of John Ronalds and pencil note on front wrapper (see below). Very good.
A rare printing of the constitution by which Iowa became a state, including a
provision outlawing slavery. This copy bears the ownership signature of a delegate
to the state convention.
Included is the text of the constitution as decided by the convention, along with
a daily journal of the constitutional convention, which began on May 1 and
ran through May 19; almost a hundred pages of the work are taken up with the
convention journal. The “Bill of Rights” at the start of the constitution echoes
many of the liberties guaranteed by the Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution.
Of the twenty-four rights enumerated, number twenty-three states that “Neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude, unless for the punishment of crimes, shall ever
be tolerated in this State.”
The front wrapper of this copy is signed by John Ronalds, the Louisa County
delegate to the state constitutional convention in 1846. There is also a pencil
note on the front wrapper, reading, “Col. F. Springer, Please return, only copy
on hand. N.N.G.” Springer was a member of the Iowa Territorial Senate and
then the State Senate between 1840 and 1850, and he likely borrowed this copy
from the person who signed with their initials at the end of the note.
“Because of a disagreement with Congress over the boundaries proposed by
the 1844 constitution the Territory was not admitted. In 1846 the clamor for
statehood brought into being the present convention, and its constitution – as it
appears on pages 3-21 – bounding the region as it is today, was accepted and the
state admitted to the Union” – Eberstadt.
A rare and important entry into the history of Iowa statehood. Not in Moffit’s
Checklist of Iowa Imprints, or the supplement. Were it in either, it would count
among the first fifty Iowa imprints. Only ten copies are recorded in OCLC.
The last copy in Rare Book Hub was offered for $450 by Goodspeed in 1969.
JONES, CHECKLIST 1124. EBERSTADT 133:566. GOODSPEED 553:69.
OCLC 79057335, 27893706.
$4500.

A Heavily Annotated High School Yearbook
from the Gila River Internment Camp
7. [Japanese-American Internment]: [Yamamoto, Wataru]: RIVULET 1945.
CANAL HIGH SCHOOL. RIVERS ARIZONA. [Rivers, Az.: Gila River Cooperative Enterprise, Inc., 1945]. [88]pp. Quarto. Original textured fabrikoid,
decoratively stamped. Minor edge wear and light dust soiling. Staple stains to
endpapers, a few pages with minor stains. Overall very good condition.
A heavily annotated copy of the third and last high school yearbook for Canal
High School, located inside the Gila River War Relocation Center during World
War II. This copy belonged to junior year student Wataru “Watson” Yamamoto,
who has signed the front pastedown, “Property of Wat Yamamoto.” Dozens of
Yamamoto’s classmates, teachers, and administrators have signed their names
and/or inscribed the book throughout in the typical style of school yearbooks.
Canal High School, however, was anything but typical. It was one of two camp
secondary schools (the other being Butte High School) located inside the Gila River
War Relocation Center, a wartime concentration camp for Japanese Americans in
Pinal County, Arizona, some thirty miles southeast of Phoenix. Gila River was
one of two concentration camps located in Arizona, both on Native American
reservations despite protests from the tribes. Most of the 13,000 internees at
Gila River were forcibly relocated to the camp from California following President Roosevelt’s issuance of Executive Order 9066 on February 19, 1942. The
student body of Canal High School was entirely composed of Japanese-American
internees living inside the camp.
As with many internment camp yearbooks, what is remarkable about this volume
is how similar it appears to any other high school or middle school yearbook
from anywhere else in the United States. The difference, of course, is that all
the students are of Japanese ethnicity, and their school is “a barrack campus in the
middle of a vast sun-burned desert” (according to the Foreword). The yearbook
itself includes photographs of school administrators, PTA members, the faculty,
staff, and students of the school. Most of the volume is devoted to photographs
of the students, first broken down by class – from seniors down through first
graders – and with sections devoted to class officers, clubs (including music,
theater, science, the National Honor Society, Future Farmers of America), the
student council, sports teams, yearbook staff, and others. The last section focuses
on the larger Gila River community, with group photographs of the camp fire
department, hospital staff, “Internal Security,” community council, girl scouts,
and more, including two wide panoramic shots of the camp itself.
This yearbook was issued during the last year Gila River was open, and records
the last high school class to attend school inside the camp. From the Principal’s
Message: “Canal High School, organized to provide educational direction for
this group of American citizens of Japanese ancestry during the three year period

when they were removed from their former homes, has now fulfilled its purpose.”
The Foreword to the work also mentions “Canal High’s men and women serving
our country.” The Dedication page further honors “the students of Canal High
School serving in the armed forces of America and fighting for ideals dearer to
them than life.” The facing page lists fifty-six students who were at that time
serving in the U.S. military during World War II. The military service of Japanese
Americans during World War II, performed while most of the families of these
servicemen were interned at camps such as Gila River, is one of the greatest,
most ironic, and tremendously under-appreciated sacrifices in American history
In our experience, school yearbooks from internment camps in Arizona are most
uncommon. OCLC records just a handful of Canal High School yearbooks from
any of the three years it was open, with copies of one or more years at Stanford,
Yale, Duke, Allen County Public Library, Bancroft Library, Arizona Historical
Society, and Arizona State University.
OCLC 18029116, 809038287.
$4250.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Early Directory of Japanese Americans
8. [Japanese Americana]: NICHI-BEI JUSHOROKU [in Japanese characters].
THE JAPANESE AMERICAN DIRECTORY 1918 [wrapper title]. [San Francisco: Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha, 1917]. 424pp., plus one advertisement leaf. Text in
Japanese and English. Original pictorial tan wrappers, blue cloth backstrip, bound
in Japanese style. Soiling, staining, rubbing, creasing, and edge wear to wrappers,
considerable insect damage to backstrip. Small chip in bottom edge of titlepage.
Textblock tanned and a bit brittle, minor occasional foxing, last few leaves with
minor fore-edge wear and chipped upper corners. Good.
A rare Japanese-American directory published at the end of World War I. The
text lists addresses for businesses and residents in the San Francisco Bay Area
and about 350 other California cities, as well as contact information for Japanese
Americans in Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, New York, Oregon, Utah, Washington,
Wyoming, Arizona, Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Nebraska, Montana, and Mexico. The name of each person or business is printed in Japanese characters, with the address and telephone number
in English.
As with the great majority of directories, the listings are interspersed with advertisements for local businesses, mostly for San Francisco in this case. Examples
of such San Francisco businesses advertising here include The Fook Company
House of Clothing on the rear wrapper, K. Inukai Company on the inside front
wrapper, and the Nippon Dry Goods Company on the inside rear wrapper. Fullpage advertisements within the text feature The Kisen Co. Silk House, Fred F.
Morikawa General Insurance, the Hotel Ogawa, the Sumitomo Bank Limited,
Uoki Fish Market, and the Sun Trading Company, all of San Francisco. Businesses
from other locations also advertise in the directory, such as the Hotel New York
in Los Angeles; North American Tuna Canning Co. on Terminal Island; Kawikawa
Brothers in Fresno; physician Tomooki Ota of Alameda; the Fuji Hotel in Seattle;
Ogden Art Studio in Utah; and scores of others.
The Japanese American Directory was published from 1904 to 1941, ceasing after
the American entry into World War II. Any issue of this directory is most uncommon, with only a smattering of copies of any year in OCLC, and no specific
mention of any institution holding the 1918 edition. The Japanese American
National Museum only holds copies of the 1940 and 1941 editions.
ICHIOKA, A BURIED PAST: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE
JAPANESE AMERICAN RESEARCH PROJECT COLLECTION 751. JAPANESE AMERICAN NATIONAL MUSEUM PRE-WORLD WAR II PERIOD
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 27. OCLC 45119923.
$1750.

The Full Three-Volume Set
9. [Jones, Herschel V.]: Eames, Wilberforce, compiler: ADVENTURES
IN AMERICANA 1492 – 1897 THE ROMANCE OF VOYAGE AND DISCOVERY FROM SPAIN TO THE INDIES, THE SPANISH MAIN, AND
NORTH AMERICA; INLAND TO THE OHIO COUNTRY; ON TOWARD
THE MISSISSIPPI; THROUGH TO CALIFORNIA; OVER CHILKOOT
PASS TO THE GOLD FIELDS OF ALASKA. BEING A SELECTION OF
BOOKS FROM THE LIBRARY OF HERSCHEL V. JONES.... New York.
1928. Two volumes. Unpaginated.
Profusely illustrated with facsimiles.
[with:] AMERICANA COLLECTION OF HERSCHEL V. JONES
A CHECK-LIST [1473 – 1926]
COMPILED BY WILBERFORCE
EAMES. New York. 1938. xii,220pp.
Three volumes in all. Tall quarto.
Original gilt cloth, t.e.g. Original
gilt cloth, t.e.g. Bookplate on front
pastedown of third volume. Bright,
very good set. First two volumes in
slightly worn cloth slipcase.
A fine reference to a superb collection of early Americana. Illustrated
with handsome title page facsimiles.
Compiled by Wilberforce Eames.
$500.

Rare, Illustrated Kansas Promotional
10. [Kansas]: KANSAS LANDS FOR SALE BY THE LINCOLN LAND
COMPANY. 50,000 ACRES IN THE “GOLDEN BELT” DISTRICT OF
CENTRAL KANSAS. LANDS FOR AGRICULTURE, LANDS FOR FRUIT
GROWING, LANDS FOR STOCK RAISING, LANDS FOR WOOL GROWING, LANDS FOR RANCHES...[wrapper title]. Atchison, Ks.: Frank Hall,
printer, [ca. 1885]. 15pp., including three woodcut illustrations, plus a two-page
map of Kansas and a single-sheet notice (printed on green paper) from the Lincoln
Land Company. 12mo. Original self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Minor toning,
soft horizontal crease throughout. Very good condition.
A rare Lincoln County, Kansas land promotional with a two-page map of the state
showing counties and railways; the square featuring Lincoln County has been
colored red in this copy. The text includes agricultural and population statistics,
and three quaint woodcuts of Kansas homesteads. The woodcuts feature a “Sheep
Ranch in the Golden Belt of Kansas,” “A Kansas Home,” and “A View in Lincoln
County, Kansas” (which is on the rear wrapper). The single-page notice tipped
in at front, and dated March 20, 1886, pertains to the imminent completion of
the Salina, Lincoln & Western Railway in Lincoln County, a development that
the company says “will give a much greater value to our lands, which we are now
offering at lower prices than in counties farther west.” The present example
includes the signature of the original agent on the front cover and at the conclusion of the text, reading, “Christ Kruse Lincoln, Kansas.” A rare Kansas land
promotional, with only one copy listed in OCLC, at Yale.
$950.

A Floral Keepsake
11. Keese, John: THE FLORAL KEEPSAKE, WITH THIRTY ENGRAVINGS ELEGANTLY COLORED FROM NATURE. New York. 1854. 112pp.
Colored lithographic half title and presentation leaf plus thirty handcolored
botanical plates. Original elaborately gilt pictorial red cloth, expertly rebacked
with original backstrip laid down, a.e.g. Spine ends a bit frayed. First gathering
loose. Else generally a good copy.
Bennett believes the first printing of this floral color plate book occurred sometime
around 1845. A charming work, representative of the more elaborate of 19thcentury American floral plate books. Each of the beautiful plates is accompanied
by sentimental text.
McGRATH, p.91. BENNETT, p.43.
$600.

Kotzebue’s First Voyage
12. Kotzebue, Otto von: A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY, INTO THE SOUTH
SEA AND BEERING’S [sic] STRAITS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXPLORING A NORTH-EAST PASSAGE, UNDERTAKEN IN THE YEARS 1815
– 1818, AT THE EXPENSE OF HIS HIGHNESS THE CHANCELLOR
OF THE EMPIRE, COUNT ROMANZOFF, IN THE SHIP RURICK....
London. 1821. Three volumes. [iii]-xv,[2],358pp. plus four color plates including
frontispiece, and two folding maps; [2],433,[1]pp. plus three color plates including
frontispiece, and three maps (two folding); [2],442pp. plus two plates (including
color frontispiece) and two maps. Contemporary calf, neatly rebacked with original
gilt spines preserved, leather labels. Small scuff to lower portion of spine of first
volume. Modern bookplate to each front pastedown. Internally clean. Very good.
The first English edition, after the original German edition of the same year,
of one of the great Pacific exploration accounts, being the record of the second

Russian scientific expedition and the first under the command of Kotzebue, with
the sponsorship of Count Romanzoff. The expedition rounded Cape Horn and
visited Chile, Easter Island, the Marshall Islands, Hawaii, and the North American
coast, in an unsuccessful search for a northwest passage. There is also a detailed
description of California, notable for including the first scientific account of
the state flower, the Golden Poppy. The account of Albert von Chamisso, the
expedition naturalist, includes important information about flora and fauna, as
well as the Indians and the work of the missionaries. There is also a table of
comparative vocabulary for the languages of some of the islanders. The handsome
color plates illustrate native royalty and lifestyles, icebergs in Kotzebue Sound,
and Royal Morai off Owyhee.
HILL 944. STREETER SALE 3512. HOWES K258, “b.” SABIN 38291. ABBEY
596. ZAMORANO 80, 48. FORBES 528. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 43
(note).
$4750.

With an Original Watercolor by the Artist
13. Krakel, Dean: JAMES BOREN. A STUDY IN DISCIPLINE. Flagstaff, Az.:
Northland Press, [1968]. 59,[1]pp. Plates (many colored) included in pagination.
Quarto. Half brown morocco and green cloth. Fine. In cloth slipcase, leather label.
From an edition limited to 200 copies numbered and signed by the author, and
with an original watercolor sketch by Boren on the limitation leaf. The original
watercolor in this copy, which is numbered 7, shows a log cabin built on a hillside
amid trees.
$600.

With the First Printed View of Austin
14. Lawrence, A.B.: A HISTORY OF TEXAS, OR THE EMIGRANT’S
GUIDE TO THE NEW REPUBLIC, BY A RESIDENT EMIGRANT, LATE
FROM THE UNITED STATES. New York: Published by Nafis & Cornish,
1845. [11]-275pp. plus engraved frontispiece. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked
in matching calf, gilt morocco label. Short split to lower portion of front joint,
minor edge wear and rubbing to boards. Moderate scattered foxing and tanning,
old tideline in lower outer corner of final ten leaves. Good.
Later issue, with a differing title, of a general account of Texas first issued in
1840, containing the first printed view of the city of Austin. The text is actually
the same as in the 1840 edition, but with a cancel titlepage. Streeter calls this

“an important Texas book,” noting its coverage of social life, possible openings
for emigrants, and directions for them, as well as its account of a journey from
Houston to Austin in 1840. The book also contains much on agriculture in Texas,
with sections on several crops, the uses of bees for pollination and for making wax
and honey for export, the introduction of the silk worm, etc. The frontispiece
is the first printed view of the town of Austin, entitled “City of Austin the New
Capital of Texas in 1844.” It is a north-facing view of the city likely drawn from
the south bank of what is now Lady Bird Lake.
STREETER TEXAS 1361C. RAINES, p.203. HOWES L154. SABIN 95091.
BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 120 (note).
$1750.

The Gettysburg Address
Published in New York the Day After the Event
15. [Lincoln, Abraham]: NEW-YORK DAILY TRIBUNE. Vol. XXIII....
No. 7,061 [CONTAINING THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS]. New York.
November 20, 1863. 8pp., printed in six columns, on a single folded sheet. Large
folio newspaper. Disbound from a volume. Minor chipping along spine edge.
Trimmed closely along top and bottom edges, likely when previously bound in
a run of the newspaper. One soft horizontal center fold. Withal, very good. A
perfect candidate for display.
The complete issue of the New-York Tribune printing the Gettysburg Address on
the morning of Nov. 20, 1863, the first possible date of the speech’s printing. The
previous day, Lincoln delivered his great address at the dedication of a cemetery
on the Gettysburg battlefield four months after the bloody and pivotal conflict
that turned the tide of the Civil War in favor of the Union. Lincoln’s speech was
preceded by an address from Edward Everett, the most famous orator of his day.
Everett’s speech took between ninety minutes and two hours to deliver and today
is largely forgotten. Lincoln’s speech, delivered in only a few minutes, stands as
a supreme distillation of American values and of the sacrifices necessary for the
survival of liberty and freedom.
Much controversy surrounds the circumstances and content of the address as it
was actually delivered at Gettysburg. The words spoken in the speech differ in
the versions appearing in newspapers and the text which appeared in Washington
several days later (published as The Gettysburg Solemnities and known in only four
copies) which is now taken as the closest version to Lincoln’s final intent because
of its correspondence to the known manuscript versions. Interestingly, and according to Carbonell, the text of the first appearance of the speech in book form,
published a few days later as An Oration Delivered on the Battlefield of Gettysburg
(Monaghan 193), is taken largely from this New-York Tribune printing.
As it appears here, the address corresponds closely to the transcription printed in
the same day’s edition of the New York Times, with slight variations in punctuation
and capitalization (“Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on
this continent a new Nation...,” in the Tribune, versus, “Fourscore and seven years
ago our Fathers brought forth on this Continent a new nation...,” in the Times,
e.g.). The address is printed on the first page at the bottom of the fifth column,
running to the top of the sixth. Significantly, it notes the five places during Lincoln’s speech where applause broke out, thereby providing an important historical
record of the reception of the speech as it was delivered by Lincoln. It is noted
that the conclusion of the speech was met with “long continued applause” and
that “three cheers were here given for the President and the Governors of the
States.” Lincoln’s speech is preceded by the opening prayer of the Rev. Thomas
H. Stockton, and followed by Everett’s speech, which occupies the rest of the
sixth column and the vast majority of space on page two. War news occupies the
other column space on the front page.

Together with examples from other newspapers of November 20, 1863, this issue of the New-York Tribune represents the first appearance of any version of the
Gettysburg Address in print, although at some variance with the version Lincoln
eventually disseminated. The exact order in which the morning editions of November 20 were printed is practically impossible to determine at this point, and as
Carbonell states, “will almost certainly never be known.” Rightfully so, Carbonell
includes all November 20 morning newspaper printings of the Gettysburg Address as his first entry, with no priority. Suffice to say this is as early a printing
of one of the foundational documents of American life as one can ever encounter.
“Lincoln’s speech, composed on the train on the way to Gettysburg and written down, according to tradition, on scratch-paper and the backs of envelopes,
comprised ten sentences and took only a few minutes to deliver. From the first

words – ‘Four score and seven years ago’ – to the last – ‘that government of the
people, by the people, and for the people, shall not perish from the earth’ – it is
immortal, one of the supreme utterances of the principles of democratic freedom”
– Printing and the Mind Of Man.
A handsome copy of this rare and important document.
CARBONELL 1. GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 72 (ref). STREETER SALE 1748
(ref). PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MAN 351 (ref). HOWES E233 (ref).
MONAGHAN 192 (ref). Paul M. Angle, “Four Lincoln Firsts” in Papers of the
Bibliographical Society 36, Spring 1942, pp.13-17. For an outstanding analysis of
the structure and importance of the Gettysburg Address, see Garry Wills, Lincoln
at Gettysburg (New York, 1992).
$7000.

and Thomas Desliver, 1832.
Contemporary sheep, rebacked
with gilt red morocco label on
front board. Boards worn at
extremities. Two bookplates
on front pastedown. Front fly
leaf and first titlepage backed
on tissue. Ownership inscription of Henry Paul Beck on
first titlepage, with his annotations in text and on map. Light
tanning. Very good. In a half
morocco and cloth clamshell
case, spine gilt.

With the Philadelphia Issue of the Holme Map of the City
16. Lowber, John C.: Holme, Thomas: ORDINANCES OF THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.... Philadelphia: Moses Thomas;
J. Maxwell, 1812. [4],312pp. plus folding map. [bound with:] A PROPOSAL FOR
ALTERING THE EASTERN FRONT OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA,
WITH A VIEW TO PREVENT THE RECURRENCE OF MALIGNANT
DISORDERS, ON A PLAN CONFORMABLE TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN
OF WILLIAM PENN. 11pp. plus folding plan. Philadelphia: William Fry, 1820.
[bound with:] THE WILL OF THE LATE STEPHEN GIRARD, ESQ....WITH
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF HIS LIFE. [2],ix,[1],36pp. Philadelphia: Robert

A remarkable sammelband,
comprising three works relating to the physical geography
of Philadelphia. Most notable
is the restrike of the famed
Holme map of Philadelphia,
which accompanies the first title but is almost always missing.
Thomas Holme was named by
Penn surveyor-general of the
new colony of Pennsylvania in
1682, and produced this map,
entitled A Portraiture of the City
of Philadelphia in the Province
of Pennsylvania, the following
year. The map is a notorious
rarity of American cartography.
“This printed map is the first
to depict an English colonial
North American town and is of considerable importance” – Burden. The first
three states of the map were all printed in London in 1683 by Quaker printer
Andrew Sowle, and are distinguished my minor variants in the imprint. In the
1790s the original engraving plate was brought to Philadelphia, where, with
slight alterations and added information, this fourth state was printed. The
advertisement leaf following the titlepage explains: “For the Portraiture of the
City, in the Appendix, the editor is indebted to Dr. George Logan, of Stenton,
who is in possession of the original plate, from which the impression was taken.”
Because of the date of the accompanying text, the printing of the fourth state is
usually dated 1812. The original printing plate is now at the Historical Society
of Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia was the first city in colonial America to be laid out beforehand
on a plan. Penn felt that it was important to plan the city in such a manner to
prevent the spread of disease and fire, which constantly plagued the crowded
cities of Europe, and was eager to advertise the logical arrangement of his new
settlement with a published map. Holme’s map, anticipating streets and squares
yet to be laid out, would prove to be a source of later disputes. Nonetheless, it
was an accurate enough reflection of reality 130 years after the founding of the
city to serve as a current map.
The second title discusses a plan for dealing with malaria in Philadelphia by providing better drainage into the Delaware River. It is notable for the striking folding
panorama of the waterfront from Dock Street to Market St. which accompanies
it, showing the new wharf buildings and docks proposed as civic improvements.
Stephen Girard, whose Will... is the third title, supervised the conversion of a
Philadelphia mansion into a hospital during the yellow fever epidemic of 1793.

He stayed in Philadelphia to help nurse the sick and dying while many other
prominent Philadelphians fled the city. Interestingly, Girard’s will, which left millions to found Girard College, a boarding school for orphans, was contested by
family in France, but was eventually upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1844.
This volume was most likely bound together by Philadelphian Henry Paul Beck,
whose contemporary bookplate is on the front pastedown. Beck has extensively
annotated parts of Lowber’s text with his views on details of the administration
of the city. He has also annotated the Holme map by writing on the names of
the streets (as of 1812) in the right margin.
A highly significant volume, most notable for containing a copy of the seldom
seen Holme map of Philadelphia.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 26440. SNYDER, CITY OF INDEPENDENCE p.17.
BURDEN, MAPPING OF AMERICA 557. A Proposal...: SHOEMAKER 358.
RINK 2458. AUSTIN 166. SABIN 4236. The Will...: AMERICAN IMPRINTS
12613.
$9500.

What Connecticut Owes the Confederation
17. [Madison, James, et al]: ADDRESS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO
THE STATES, BY THE UNITED STATES IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED.
Philadelphia, Printed; Hartford, Reprinted: Hudson & Goodwin, 1783. 50,[31]pp.
plus folding table. Quarto. Stitched as issued. Moderate toning and dampstaining
to outer leaves, light toning to remainder of text. Moderate edge wear, worse on
first and last leaf; last leaf creased. Good.
The first Hartford printing of this important report by a committee consisting of Madison, Hamilton, and Oliver Ellsworth, issued the same year as the
Philadelphia first printing. The report deals with raising national revenue and
other important issues facing the new nation. Appended are some relevant state
papers: a letter from Franklin and his treaty of Vergennes; Adams’ contract with
the Netherlands regarding loans; and material relating to the Newburgh Address,
including the petition of the officers, extracts from Washington’s reply, and related
resolutions of Congress. The final unpaginated thirty-one pages of this edition
relate specifically to receipts and expenditures of Connecticut, with most of the
text a town-by-town listing of balances due the national treasury from various
Connecticut localities.
HOWES A76, “aa.” EVANS 18226. ESTC W15154. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 1 (ref).
$2750.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Recipes from a Puebla Family
18. [Mexican Manuscript Cookbook]: [MANUSCRIPT COOKBOOK FILLED
WITH A WIDE RANGE OF RECIPES FROM PUEBLA, MEXICO IN THE
MID-19th CENTURY]. [Puebla, Mx. 1860-1870]. [73]pp. of neatly-written
manuscript on thin English-made lettersheet paper. Quarto. Modern half tan cloth
and marbled boards. Three-inch closed vertical tear to first leaf, a few other leaves
with minor chips or tears to outer margin, one leaf detached. All leaves delicately
stitched (not glued) to the binding. Overall, in good condition.
A collection of approximately 200 manuscript recipes compiled in Puebla, a Mexican state as famous for its cuisine as for its architecturally notable churches. The
recipes are neatly written on imported English-made lettersheet paper (“Patent
Under Crown” Bath), and appear to be written in a small number of different
hands, likely the result of the book being compiled by more than one member
of a given family, a customary practice in Mexico. While the author(s) of the
compilation is not known, the manuscript was discovered in Puebla, and can be
reasonably dated to the 1860s or 1870s based on paper and handwriting evidence.
Notably, there are no references to metric units of measurement, instead libras
or pounds are used, often abbreviated herein as “lba.” The metric system was
officially adopted in Mexico in 1857, but the author of the present manuscript
stubbornly resisted the conversion. A modern manuscript label has been added
at the front of the book, reading “Cocina Poblana.”
The recipes comprise a wonderful range of Mexican dishes, incorporating all
manner of meats, fowl, and seafood, with many using native ingredients. While
the sazón Mexicano is dominant throughout, with spices and chiles galore, there
are European influences, which makes sense given the culturally influential, albeit
brief, reign of Maximilian I, Emperor of Mexico (1864-1867). The recipes include
pipián verde (green mole sauce with pumpkin seeds, chiles and tomatillos), mole
guajolote (the classic mole poblano with turkey), ravioles de quelites (incorporating
wild indigenous greens such as huauzontles and pápalo), caldillo de chile rellenos
(a Mexican delicacy), Chanfaina de Marcela (traditionally a Spanish dish from
Extremadura incorporating offal), cabeza de carnero (mutton head), angaripola
(dish of various meats, including chorizo, and spices), quesadillas, relleno para
chiles, sopa de lentejas (lentil soup), sopa de tortilla rabiolada, pichones de Doña
Anita, sopa de zanahoria, azado de cabrito, estofado (braised meat dish), ostiones
en concha (oysters), guisado de truchas y yagre (trout in palm sugar sauce), bacalao
en blanco (cod), estofado de pichones, jamon en pulque, jamon en vino, cartucho
de bobo (fish), escabeche de rueda (marinaded fish), capirotada francesa, chuletas,
torta de abanico, and tapado de pies de puerco. There is also a wide variety of
mostly meat-based guisados, or stews, including de lenguitas (tongue), de patos
(duck), de bobos (Mexican fish), de albondigon (minced meat), de brasuelo, de
calabacitas, de garbanzos, de conejo (rabbit), de verdolagas (greens similar to
purslane, with saffron), de aselgas (chard), and a charmingly named “guisado llamado todo junto” – a stew with everything all together. Occasionally the recipes
call for the use of the comal, the Mexican flat griddle required to make tortillas.
A treasure trove of recipes from a central Mexican city famous for its cuisine, and
a primary source for Mexican culinary history.
$3250.

With Plates Showing How to Load Artillery onto Horseback
19. [Military Manual]: INSTRUCTION FOR MOUNTAIN ARTILLERY,
PREPARED BY A BOARD OF ARMY OFFICERS. Washington: Gideon and
Co., Printers, 1851. 35,[1]pp. plus four plates. Gathered signatures, stitched.
Some minor light foxing. Overall very good.
An interesting American artillery manual, issued separately to serve as an appendix
to “the system of instruction for Field Artillery in use in the Army.” The plates
depict the mode of loading various heavy artillery pieces on horseback. Quite
scarce. This manual was prepared particularly for use in the American West and
as a response to experience in the Mexican-American War.
$600.

ton, Oregon, Idaho, and California. ca. 1910-1915].
Eighty-one mounted silver gelatin prints, fifty-two of
which measure 8 x 10 inches, the remainder slightly
smaller, several with original manuscript annotations.
Plus six pages of typed documents, signed. Oblong
quarto photograph album. Flexible textured cloth.
Minor wear to album. Photographs in very good to
fine condition, with some of the annotations faded.
An attractive collection of early automobile photographs centered around the activities of the Northwest
Buick Company of Seattle, Washington. The preponderance of the images record road tests or perhaps
publicity shots for the Buick Pathfinder along various
rural areas of the Pacific Northwest and California,
including the Pacific Coast Highway in the period
from approximately 1910 to 1915.
In most of the photographs, drivers are seen cruising
along dirt roads, but they are also captured making
camp, posing for the camera at famous natural landmarks, getting stuck in the middle of muddy roads,
ferrying a car across the Snake River, driving up or
down steep inclines, crossing bridges, and more. Some
of locations of the cars are identified in the images
or the handwritten captions which appear beneath
numerous photographs, and show vehicles in Seattle,
Wilson Creek Valley, Snake River, Davenport, and
near the Columbia River in Washington; Klamath
Lake, Bend, Condon, the John Day River, Crescent,
and the Siskiyous Pass in Oregon; and Mount Shasta,
Bakersfield, the Sacramento Valley, Valley of the Moon,
the Mojave Desert, and the Tehachapi Mountains in
California.

Testing and Promoting Buick and GMC Vehicles
in the Pacific Northwest in the Early Years of the Automobile
20. [Northwest Buick Company]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM ASSEMBLED
BY AN EMPLOYEE OF THE NORTHWEST BUICK AUTOMOBILE
COMPANY, DOCUMENTING DRIVING TESTS IN THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST AND ALONG THE WEST COAST IN A BUICK PATHFINDER IN THE EARLY 20th CENTURY, PLUS IMAGES OF OTHER
BUICK AND GMC COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, AND WITH A SMALL
GROUP OF COMPANY DOCUMENTS]. [Various locations in Washing-

The Northwest Buick Company distributed both Buick
and GMC vehicles, and both are featured here. One
photograph shows a large open-air tent with a large sign attached to the front
reading “Northwest Buick Company Distributors Seattle Wash.” with “Buick” at
left and “GMC” at right. Another of the later photographs pictures ten men in
and around a GMC truck, with a handwritten caption at bottom reading “G.M.C.
Starting on Record Trip.” Half a dozen photographs feature a motorized tractor
in Davenport, Washington, presumably a GMC vehicle. Another photograph
clearly shows a GMC tractor, with the logo visible on the front. Several additional
photographs depict other larger commercial GMC vehicles, including a truck
sponsored by the Seattle Chamber of Commerce and Carnation Milk. Many of
the pictures of the commercial vehicles show them working farmland or hauling
farm or building supplies, particularly timber.

1915 and constitute the annual meeting notes for the Northwest Buick
Company’s stockholders and trustees, respectively. It seems that the
company changed its name from the Buick Automobile Company to the
Northwest Buick Company sometime between 1912 and 1915. The small
photograph laid in with the documents is a portrait of Alice Rogers Eldridge.
An excellent and early collection of photographs featuring the expansion
of Buick and GMC’s fledgling business to the Pacific Northwest and
California just a decade after the company’s founding at the dawn of the
American automobile industry.
$4750.

The photographs also feature various storefronts, interiors of showrooms, a baseball team called the “Seals” (quote possibly the San Francisco Seal of the Pacific
Coast League) posing in, around, and on top of a Buick car; “John Rayner’s Store
at Reardon, Wash;” a photograph of a banquet for Buick executives in 1915; two
photographs of a Buick pulling a truck out of a ditch in Twin Lakes, Idaho; and
a picture of a Buick executive on the Yellowstone Trail crossing the Continental
Divide at Wallace, Idaho. Two of the photographs are portraits (identified in
handwritten captions) of C.A. McGee and Frank Murray, presumably Buick employees. Several photographs are stamped by Martin of Spokane, while others
carry the stamp of Paige of Davenport, Washington.
Laid in at the rear of the album are six pages of documents relating to the company, and one small photograph. These include the Articles of Incorporation for
a Washington subsidiary of the Buick Motor Company, founded by A.S. Eldridge
of Seattle and Mel G. Johnson of Oregon as the Buick Automobile Company on
August 29, 1912. Accompanying the articles of incorporation are a statement
attesting to the contract by a notary public and a trustees document, both dated
around the time of the articles. The other two documents are dated August 11,

Hymns and Stories for Norwegian Immigrants
2 1 . [ N o r w e g i a n I m m i g r a n t s ] : [ W i s c o n s i n ] : FA D E R V O R . S M A A
FORTÄLLINGER TIL FORKLARING AF HERRENS BÖN FOR DET
BARNLIGE SIND. EFTER DET ENGELSKE. Inmansville, Wi.: Skandinaviske
Presseforenings Trykkeri, 1856. 52pp. Original half black calf and turquoise paper boards. Some wear and rubbing to extremities, light soiling to boards, spine
ends worn. Moderate foxing and tanning throughout. Doodles in pencil on rear
pastedown. About very good.
A rare devotional volume for children focused on the meaning of the Lord’s
Prayer, with hymns, poems, and stories, translated from English for newly-arrived
Norwegian immigrants. Inmansville, Wisconsin was a vital early center of immigrant Scandinavian printing in America. The Scandinavian Press Association
(Skandinaviske Presseforenings Trykkeri, which printed this pamphlet) was founded
there and started printing works in Norwegian and Danish in the early 1840s. It
began publishing Emigranten newspaper in 1851, one of the first newspapers for
the Scandinavian-American community in the Midwest. The association’s board
had substantial representation from the Lutheran pastors in the region, and the
board regularly selected books to be printed on the paper’s press. With the formal
establishment of the Synod of the Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America in 1853, the association became the official publishing arm of the Synod.
Emigranten soon became one of the leading newspapers for Scandinavians in the
Midwest and there was growing conflict between the increasingly secular newspaper
and the opinions of the Synod. In 1857, the paper moved its offices to Madison
and transitioned to private ownership, under the direction of editor C.F. Solberg.
Under his leadership, fiction began to appear with greater frequency, and the
paper played an important role in the development of Norwegian literature both
in America and abroad.
OCLC lists only four copies, at Luther College, Luther Seminary (Minnesota),
St. Olaf College, and the Wisconsin Historical Society.
OCLC 43452080.
$1500.

Olmsted Designs a Park for San Francisco
22. [Olmsted, Frederick Law]: Olmsted, Vaux & Co.: PRELIMINARY REPORT IN REGARD TO A PLAN OF PUBLIC PLEASURE GROUNDS FOR
THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO. New York: Wm. C. Bryant & Co., 1866.
31pp. Tall octavo. Original printed wrappers. Spine neatly reinforced with strong
cello tape, minor creasing and soiling. Later ownership stamp and ink inscription
on first blank leaf, minor spotting to a few leaves. Very good.
A scarce pamphlet containing the early plans for the “Public Pleasure Grounds”
in San Francisco that would eventually become Golden Gate Park. This proposal was issued by the firm headed by legendary landscape architect Frederick
Law Olmsted, designer of Central Park in New York City and Prospect Park in
Brooklyn (among others), who turns his attention to San Francisco here. Olmsted’s proposed plan for the park, eventually to be carved out of the “Outside
Lands” beyond the city’s western border, was to use native species suited for San
Francisco’s climate. However, the proposal was rejected in favor of a Central
Park-style park needing extensive irrigation for the many non-native species of
plants and trees that were to be imported. Olmsted states that there is a growing need for more public park land in San Francisco, especially “as soon as the
Pacific Railroad is finished.” He advocates for a park that is “liberally conceived,
and of a metropolitan character.” He also comments on the “peculiarly restless
and shifting character” of the San Francisco population, which makes park design
particularly difficult, as well as the limitations of the “physical conditions” of San
Francisco. Among his conclusions, Olmsted states: “In any pleasure ground for
San Francisco the ornamental parts should be compact; should be guarded from
the direct action of the north-west wind, should be conveniently entered, should
be rich in detail, close to the eye, and should be fitted to an extensive system of
walks, rides, drives, and resting places.” The report, signed in type by Olmsted
at the conclusion, is dated March 31, 1866.
The ink ownership stamp on the first blank belongs to Prentiss French, noted
landscape architect who worked together and independently with his wife and
fellow architect Helen Douglass French. French was active in Florida and later
in Northern California. French’s handwritten note beneath the stamp indicates
the pamphlet was given to him in 1958 by the Olmsted Brothers, a landscape
architectural firm established by Frederick Law Olmsted’s sons, John Charles
and Frederick Law, Jr.
A small percentage of copies of this work have four photographically-reproduced
plates (a map and three plans) mounted on the blank leaves following the printed
text. The present copy does not have these plates, and there are no signs they
were ever included. Of the dozen or so copies of the booklet listed in OCLC,
only four institutional catalogue descriptions explicitly state the presence of the
map and plates.
An uncommon and significant proposal by the greatest American landscape architect
of the 19th century for what is now the most prominent park in San Francisco.
McNAMARA 179. OCLC 766180.
$1500.

Extensive Guide to Creating Colors
23. Sellers, John: THE COLOR MIXER: CONTAINING NEARLY FOUR
HUNDRED RECEIPTS FOR COLORS, PASTES, ACIDS, PULPS, BLUE
VATS, LIQUORS, etc. etc., FOR COTTON AND WOOLLEN GOOD,
INCLUDING THE CELEBRATED BARROW DELAINE COLORS. Philadelphia: Henry Carey Baird, Industrial Publisher, 1865. xvi,[13]-155pp. plus 24pp.
of advertisements. Original ribbed cloth, spine gilt. Cloth a bit faded, lightly worn
at extremities. Internally quite clean. A very good copy.
Contains nearly four hundred recipes for a rainbow of colors to be used in dying
cottons and woolen goods. The recipes are for quantities in as little as a quart
and as much as 120 gallons, in colors including orange, yellow, purple, blue,
chocolate, red, pink, “dark drab,” etc. OCLC locates only six copies. Scarce,
and containing much useful information largely lost to time.
OCLC 2800641.
$600.

As the First Continental Congress Convenes,
American Quakers Express Their Loyalty to King George III
24. [Society of Friends]: [Pemberton, James]: AN EPISTLE FROM OUR
YEARLY-MEETING, HELD AT PHILADELPHIA, FOR PENNSYLVANIA
AND NEW-JERSEY, BY ADJOURNMENTS, FROM THE 24th DAY OF THE
9th MONTH, TO THE 1st OF THE 10th MONTH, INCLUSIVE, 1774; TO
OUR FRIENDS AND BRETHREN IN THESE AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES [caption title]. [Philadelphia: Printed by Joseph Crukshank,
1774]. 4pp. Folio. Dbd. Old folds, with slight separation starting along center
horizontal fold (no loss of text). Some uneven dust soiling, a few spots of foxing.
Contemporary annotation on first page. Very good.
An important and notably loyalist Quaker epistle from the Philadelphia yearly
meeting in 1774. The first part of the letter sets out a brief history of the church
up to the Friends’ oppression in England and subsequent voyage to “New-Jersey
and Pennsylvania [where they] were entrusted with as full enjoyment of religious
and civil liberty, as the solemn sanction of the charters granted by the King,
could assure to them and their posterity.” As a result, the letter urges Friends
“to remember, that as under Divine Providence we are indebted to the King and
his royal ancestors, for the continued favour of enjoying our religious liberties,
we are under deep obligations to manifest our loyalty and fidelity, and that we
should discourage every attempt which may be made by any to excite disaffection
or disrespect to him, and particularly to manifest our dislike of all such writings
as are, or may be published of that tendency.” The letter goes on to emphasize
that part of that loyalty also means being “careful not to defraud the King of his
customs and duties, nor to be concerned in dealing in goods unlawfully imported....”
American Quakers found themselves in a precarious situation during the Revolutionary period. While it was not uncommon or unexpected for Quakers to take a
pacifist stance (although a number of them did join the Revolutionary cause); it
was less clear whether it was acceptable to support the Revolution (or the Crown)
in a less direct manner. This letter is signed in letterpress by James Pemberton
(1723-1809), then Clerk of the Philadelphia Meeting, abolitionist, and a prominent
Philadelphia merchant, who had clashed regularly with the Quaker establishment
over wars against the Delaware Indians in the 1750s. Pemberton clashed with
them again as the Revolution broke out and in 1777 was eventually exiled to Virginia, along with twenty other men, by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for
perceived Loyalist sympathies, and because he refused to accept the legitimacy
of the new Pennsylvania government or to accept the new Continental currency.
The exile was brief, and Pemberton was back in Philadelphia and active with the
Meeting by April 1778.
Uncommon in the trade.
SMITH I, 761. EVANS 13285. HILDEBURN 3010. ESTC W31918.

$3250.

First American Edition
25. Taylor, Isaac: SCENES IN AMERICA, FOR THE AMUSEMENT AND
INSTRUCTION OF LITTLE TARRY-AT-HOME TRAVELLERS. Hartford:
Published by Silas Andrus, 1825. 117pp. plus seventy-eight illustrations on [26]
leaves. Titlepage vignette and folding frontis. map. 12mo. Contemporary sheep.
Sheep slightly worn. An occasional light fox mark, but generally clean inside.
Very good.
First American edition, following London editions of 1821, 1822, and 1824. Brief
highlights of early travel and discovery aimed at the juvenile audience, including
material concerning Columbus, Cortes, Balboa, American Indians, Lewis and
Clark, Hudson Bay, the West Indies, etc., with numerous charming woodcut illustrations. North and South America are equally well covered.
SABIN 94469. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 22429.
$500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

staining from inserted materials. White Wing
Shoot: Small octavo. Some edge wear. Overall
very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco
and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.

Texas Oilmen Go Hunting
26. [Texas]: [Cason, William M.]: CAP McDANNALD’S ADOBE RANCH
HUNT 1939. [with:] WHITE WING SHOOT 1939. [Houston, Tx.: Wilson
Stationery and Printing Co., 1939]. Two volumes. Adobe Ranch: Thirty photographs
mounted on nine leaves, two small portrait snapshots, two printed illustrations.
White Wing Shoot: Illustrated throughout, two foldout spreads. [40]pp. Plus four
ephemeral items, described below. Both volumes plastic comb bound. Adobe Ranch:
Oblong quarto. Original pictorial boards. Signed by participants on inside front
cover (small portion of inside front cover paper torn away, with loss of portion of
a signature); photograph of Cap McDannald inscribed by him on the mount. Some

A collection of two souvenir books and printed
ephemera from two 1939 hunting events with
Texas connections, and related gatherings in 1940
and 1941. The first book is an illustrated souvenir
book of the annual pronghorn hunt in southwest
New Mexico, at the famed Adobe Ranch owned
by A.T. “Cap” McDannald of Houston, Texas.
The photographs are mounted above printed
captions and record bear and antelope hunts,
and the book is signed by A.T. McDannald and
many of the participants: Ray W. Smith, Gene
Farren, T.E. Swigart, Elliot Barker, S. Marcus
Greer, George E.B. Peddy, Jimmy Lawry, W.H.
(“Tommy”) Thompson, J.W. Gist, A.D. Simpson,
R.C. Hochmuth, G.W. Yates, Gus Meyer, R.M.
McDannald, C.E. McDannald, and Chase Sutton
(signature). A portrait of McDannald with trophy
is additionally inscribed by Cap to Bill Cason.
The second volume is a small illustrated booklet
commemorating the September 1939 White
Wings Shoot, a dove hunt in McAllen, Texas, in
the Rio Grande Valley, organized by “Blackie”
(Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Company) and
“Brownie” (Brown Oil Tools, Inc.). Bill Cason
is listed among the participants and as a pilot for one of the Halliburton planes
that flew the party from Houston to McAllen. With a printed luggage tag from
the “Blackie” & “Brownie” 1939 Hunt.
Four additional items relate to these events: a yellow armband embroidered
“HOST”; a small leather badge in form of a cowhide branded W.M. Cason; invitation in the form of an embossed cowhide to the Big Game Hunter’s 5th Annual
“Roundup” wild game dinner at the Braeburn Country Club, March 19, 1940; and
Cason’s slightly smaller three page invitation to the 1941 Wild Game Bar-B-Q
and Jamboree Neither of the volumes are listed in OCLC and are apparently
unrecorded. A collection of rare records and souvenirs from these lively Texas
hunting expeditions.
$3000.

century. The photographs emanate from a wide range of rural areas
in Texas, including locations in or near Fort Worth, Fredericksburg,
Dublin, Kerrville, Boerne, San Angelo, De Leon, Rising Star, Jacksboro,
Zephyr, Johnson City, Breckenridge, Brownwood, and more. The images often picture various officials of the USDA SCS and Texas State
Soil Conservation Board, and their array of projects and inspections,
including crop fertilization, flood damage, pasture management, grass
seeding and regrowth, the effects of grazing, efforts to establish protected wildlife areas, crop residue management, and more. The USDA
SCS photos also document the preparations of crop fields, including
peanuts, peaches, cotton, sorghum, and corn, and sometimes the flood
water damage sustained by these fields. There are also photographs of
different varieties of Texas grasses such as Indian grass, side-oats grama,
and King Ranch bluestem, as well as bundles of harvested peanut plants.
The captions often provide detailed background information on the
development of the locations in the pictures, as well as the name of the
property owner on whose land they are working. An excellent collection of photographs documenting mid-20th century soil conditions in
the Lone Star State.
$1500.

Monitoring Agricultural Soil Conditions in Texas
27. [Texas]: [USDA Soil Conservation Service]: [COLLECTION OF
OFFICIAL ANNOTATED PHOTOGRAPHS CREATED BY THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE’S SOIL
CONSERVATION SERVICE, RECORDING SOIL CONDITIONS
IN VARIOUS TEXAS COUNTIES]. [Various locations in Texas. 19411956]. Ninety-six black-and-white photographs, 5 x 7 inches, most with
printed annotations on the verso, most housed in a contemporary two-ring
binder (eight of them loosely laid in). Oblong slim quarto. Contemporary
green cloth two-ring binder. Moderate soiling and edge wear. Minor wear
and slight chipping to some photos but mostly in excellent condition, many
printed annotations significantly faded. Contemporary ink signature of Soil
Conservation Service employee Herman H. Stoner on front cover and inside
front cover. Very good.
An informative collection of annotated photographs documenting soil conditions from a vast area of Texas, produced by the United States Department
of Agriculture’s Soil Conservation Service (USDA SCS) in the mid-20th

A Major Tennessee and French and Indian War Rarity
28. Timberlake, Henry: THE MEMOIRS OF LIEUT. HENRY TIMBERLAKE, (WHO ACCOMPANIED THE THREE CHEROKEE INDIANS TO
ENGLAND IN THE YEAR 1762).... London: Printed for the Author, 1765.
viii,160pp. plus folding map and folding plate. Half title. Modern half calf and
marbled boards, gilt leather label, raised bands. Light shelf wear. Light soiling
to half title, a few ink smudges on final page, else a near fine copy.
Timberlake was a British officer who spent considerable time with the Cherokees
in Georgia and eastern Tennessee in the early 1760s, during the turbulent period
of frontier strife at the end of the French and Indian War. He later accompanied
a delegation of Cherokees to London. His account, here in the first edition, is
one of the best of the period, and one of the few accounts of the war with the
Cherokees in the southern colonies. The map is an important cartographic work
in its own right. The folding plate is “A Curious secret Journal taken by the
Indians out of the Pocket of a French Officer they had kill’d.” “May very well
be considered the Number One book in any Tennessee library, since it is the first
book ever written concerning activities in the area now embraced in this state”
– Horn. “Represents the earliest and one of the historically significant works
relative to the Cherokee Indians and their activities...ranks as a most desirable
rare Tennessee book” – Allen.
A very nice copy of a legendary rarity. The Streeter copy sold to Sessler for
$950 in 1967.
SIEBERT SALE 277. ALLEN, SOME TENNESSEE RARITIES 1. HORN,
TWENTY TENNESSEE BOOKS 1. STREETER SALE 1619. HOWES T271,
“b.” CLARK I:319. VAIL 565. FIELD 1553. GRAFF 4154. SABIN 95836. REESE
& OSBORN, STRUGGLE FOR NORTH AMERICA 69. Duane King, editor,
The Memoirs of Lt. Henry Timberlake... (Museum of the Cherokee Indian, 2007).
King’s excellent introductory essay is the best description of Timberlake and his
amazing story, and the volume illustrates many important places and artifacts.
$37,500.

A rare land promotional produced by the Wyoming Central Irrigation Company (WCIC),
touting the availability of newly-opened
property on the Shoshone Reservation near
Riverton, Wyoming in the first decade of the
20th century. The pamphlet details the many
agricultural advantages and natural resources
of the land, with specific and considerable attention paid to the “greatest irrigation system
in the country,” which was being built on the
land by the WCIC. The land itself consists of
“350,000 Acres of Virgin Land on the Shoshone
Indian Reservation, susceptible of irrigation,
opened by the Government to entry by the
Farmer under the Homestead Law at $1.50
per acre; 50 cents per acre at time of entry
and 25 cents per acre per year for four years.”
The land is open to anyone twenty-one years
of age or older, “except a married woman.”
The pamphlet is illustrated with a two-page,
centerfold map of the Shoshone Reservation,
highlighting the “irrigable land” in the basin
of the Wind River. There are also numerous
photographic illustrations within the text, showing the agricultural results of the Shoshone
lands both before and after irrigation, the Bull
Lake Reservoir, canal construction, a farmer
standing neck-deep in a field of oats, and sugar
beet fields. Other crops touted by the WCIC
include wheat, barley, rye, beans, and alfalfa.

Promoting Land Sales to Wyoming Emigrants
on Property Bought Back from Native Americans
29. [Wyoming Central Irrigation Company]: A SWEET AND PROSPEROUS HOME IS THE FOUNDATION OF HAPPINESS. A 160-ACRE
FARM CAN BE OBTAINED CHEAP ON 10-YEARS’ TIME – JUST LIKE
A BUILDING ASSOCIATION ON THE SHOSHONE RESERVATION
WYOMING...[wrapper title]. Riverton, Wy.: Press of Riverton News, [ca. 1907].
16pp. Illustrations and map. Original self-wrappers, stapled. Soft center vertical
fold throughout, minor foxing. Small tear in lower edge of final leaf, and with a
small ink stamp written over in black marker on rear wrapper. Overall, very good.

The irrigation of the Shoshone Reservation
resulted from the Newlands Reclamation Act
of 1902, which provided for federally-funded
irrigation projects in twenty western states, including Wyoming. The lands on
which the projects were built were bought back from the Shoshone Tribe by the
federal government in 1904 with a combination of up-front cash payments, water
rights to the new irrigation systems, new schools, and livestock. Irrigation of
Wyoming lands was first promoted by Buffalo Bill Cody in the 1880s and ‘90s.
The Shoshone Project was finally started in 1904, and eventually resulted in the
Buffalo Bill Dam, among other irrigation-related construction. Irrigation projects
such as the one proposed here helped to provide the American West with vital
infrastructure for sustaining emigrants, residents, and Native American inhabitants on these lands.
OCLC records just two copies, at Yale and the University of Wyoming.
OCLC 54640951, 26178459.
$1250.

Attempting to Overturn an Election in Louisiana in 1872,
Inscribed by the Losing Governor
30. Zacharie, F.C.: A REVIEW OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL POINTS IN
THE LOUISIANA CASE. THE LAW AND THE EVIDENCE. ATTORNEY
GENERAL WILLIAMS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE USURPATION. THE
WAYS OUT OF IT [wrapper title]. New Orleans: Clark & Hofeline, 1874. 16pp.
Original printed wrappers. Wrappers neatly mended along the spine, minor chipping around edges a bit of soiling. Old ink stamp in lower margin of two pages
(Johns Hopkins Univ.) and on rear wrapper (later Library of Congress duplicate
stamp). Presentation inscription on rear wrapper (see below). Very good.
A presentation copy of a scarce New Orleans pamphlet regarding the violenceplagued 1872 Louisiana state elections. This copy is inscribed on the rear wrapper,
“Mr. White with compliments of Gov. John McEnery.” John McEnery, who lost
the governor’s race that year, nevertheless claimed gubernatorial authority. He
organized his own militia and sought to take over all police stations in Louisiana
in March 1873, and subsequently triggered the notorious Colfax Massacre of African Americans, a dramatic moment of anarchy in rural Louisiana. The author
of the present work, F.C. Zacharie, was a prominent Louisiana lawyer. Zacharie
sympathizes with the unreconstructed McEnery position, and denounces the use
of federal troops to restore order in the state and install McEnery’s opponent.
Claiming to accept the results of the Civil War, Zacharie states, “Perhaps no other
‘war measures’ involved more doubtful constitutionality than the emancipation of
the blacks, and their subsequent enfranchisement.” The “vile slanders of murder
and assassination” do not support the use of federal troops. Zacharie decries the
situation in Louisiana: “It is a tragedy, where a State dies, and knows no resurrection.” A scarce work, with only eight copies listed in OCLC.
OCLC 10666569, 960071166.
$1250.
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